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INTRODUCTION

Cancer is the second leading cause of death 
in economically developed countries [1]. Its 
global health burden is increasing due to ag-
ing and growth of the world population which 
is catalyzed by behaviors that represent a risk 
factor of cancer development. GLOBOCAN 
2008 estimated that about 12.7 million cancer 
cases and 7.6 million cancer deaths occurred 
in 2008 [2]. Fifty-six percent of these cases and 
64% of deaths took place in the economically 
developed countries [1, 2, 3]. Lung cancer in-
cidence differs by geographic area, sex and age, 
being less common in developing countries, es-
pecially in Africa and South America [4]. Leav-
ing apart the skin, lung is the most commonly 
affected organ by cancer in men; it comprises 
17% of the total new cancer cases, and it ac-
counts for 23% of the total cancer deaths [2]. 
The epidemic of lung cancer among women 
came after that among men, with rates rising 
steeply from the 1960s to the present [5, 6].

Breast carcinoma is the most commonly di-
agnosed type of cancer and the leading cause of 
cancer-related death among women, compris-
ing 23% of the total cancer cases and 14% of the 
cancer deaths. Colorectal cancer is the second 
most frequently diagnosed cancer in women, 
while it is the third most frequently diagnosed 
cancer in men. Prostate cancer is the second 
most commonly diagnosed cancer and it is the 

sixth leading cause of cancer-related death in 
men [2].

Lung cancer is classified into two subgroups: 
small-cell lung cancer (SCLC) and non small-
cell lung cancer (NSCLC). Histological iden-
tification and tumor staging are immensely 
important in achieving optimal management 
of lung cancer. In the initial decades of the 20th 
century when the smoking-caused epidemic of 
lung cancer occurred, squamous cell carcinoma 
was the most frequent type of lung cancer that 
was observed in the population at risk, while 
the next most frequent type was small cell car-
cinoma [4].

Trends in incidence have varied by type in 
relation to exposures to other lung carcinogens 
and differences in smoking patterns [5-8].

OBJECTIVE

This study aims at examining the trends in in-
cidence of lung cancer by histological types in 
Montenegro from 1997 to 2011.

METHODS

Study group comprised patients with the his-
topathological confirmation of primary lung 
cancer who were hospitalized in the Special 
Hospital for Lung Diseases “Brezovik” from 
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1997 to 2011. Montenegro has one hospital for lung dis-
eases, so all medical data concerning this study have been 
found there. Based on the data from medical records, pa-
tients were classified by the following characteristics: time 
period, sex, age group and smoking status. Ex-smokers 
were included in the group of smokers. Descriptive epide-
miological method was used. Montenegro had a popula-
tion of 620,145 in 1993 and 625,266 in 2011. 

There were 1,000 more males than females. Registry 
personnel extracted information from the medical records 
department and pathological laboratory. All lung cancer 
patients were residents of Montenegro. Data that were ex-
tracted for each case included gender, histological subtype 
of cancer, age when diagnosis was established and date of 
diagnosis. Cases were grouped into the following histo-
logical subtypes based on morphological characteristics 
of the tumor: squamous cell carcinoma, adenocarcinoma, 
and other carcinomas including small cell and large cell 
carcinoma. Incidence rates were reported separately for 
males and females. Incidence rates were age- and sex-
standardized by direct method based on the Segi’s world 
population (from 0 to 44, from 45 to 54, from 55 to 64 
years and people that are 65 years of age and older) [9].

Rates were calculated for both sexes separately for sq-
uamous cell carcinoma, adenocarcinoma and small cell 
carcinoma.

The linear regression was performed in the analysis of 
the incidence trends.

RESULTS

During the study period, two types of lung cancer were es-
tablished in patients, SCLC (24%) and NSCLC (76%). Two 
most important types of NSCLC-squamous cell carcinoma 
and adenocarcinoma, accounted for approximately 78% 
and 22% of all NSCLC cases, respectively.

In the period 1997–2011, a total of 2,675 new lung can-
cer cases were diagnosed (2,194 males and 481 females). 
The most frequent histopathological type in males was 

squamous cell carcinoma (62.6%) followed by SCLC 
(22.6%), and then adenocarcinoma (14.8). In women, the 
most common type of cancer was squamous cell carcinoma 
(43.6%), followed by SCLC (29.8%) and adenocarcinoma 
(26.6%) and SCLC (29.8%).

Average crude incidence rate in the population was 28.4 
per 100,000 p/y. The incidence peaked in 2002 (32.8 per 
100,000 p/y) and thereafter the rates began to fall. Stand-
ardized incidence rates ranged from 15.9 per 100,000 p/y 
in 2010 to 24.4 per 100,000 p/y in 2002.

Average crude incidence rate in males was 41.6 per 
100,000 p/y with its peak in 2002 (54.7 per 100,000 p/y). 
Standardized incidence rates in males ranged from 27.9 
(2010) to 44 (2002) per 100,000 p/y and average standard-
ized incidence rate was 34.8 per 100,000 p/y.

Average crude incidence rate in females was 10.0 per 
100,000 p/y. Standardized incidence rates in the female 
population ranged between 4.5 (1997) and 9.8 (2004) per 
100,000 p/y. Average standardized incidence rate was 6.4 
per 100,000 p/y (Table 1).

Ratio between males and females was 5:1 in 1997 and 
fell to 4.5:1 in 2011.

In males, linear trend shows a significant decrease in the 
incidence (p<0.01) (SQL=1552.46-0.760*; Year R2=0.466; 
t=-3.365; p=0.005) of squamous cell carcinoma. Incidence 
rate was the highest in 1997, at 38.6 per 100,000 p/y and 
thereafter began to fall (Graph 1). In 2011, the incidence 
of squamous cell carcinoma was 21.8 per 100,000 p/y. In 
females, incidence of squamous cell carcinoma ranged 
from 4.1 in 1997 to 5.3 per 100,000 p/y in 2003 and 2004. 
In 2011, the incidence was 3.1 per 100,000 p/y. During the 
study period, change in linear trend was not statistically 
significant (p>0.05) (SQL=17.250-0.006*Year; R2=0.001; 
t=-0.132; p=0.897) (Graph 1).

In males and females, linear trend shows an increase in 
the incidences of adenocarcinoma, but it is not significant 
(p>0.05) (Males: ADL=-447.705+0.227*Year; R2=0.135; 
t=1.426; p=0.178) (Females: ADL=-108.282+0.055*Year; 
R2=0.065; t=0.953; p=0.358) (Graph 1). In males, the inci-
dence of adenocarcinoma ranged from 2.9 per 100,000 p/y 

Table 1. Number of new cases, crude and standardized incidence rates per 100,000 population in Montenegro in the period from 1997 to 2011

Year
Male Female All

Cases Crude rate Standard rate* Cases Crude rate Standard rate* Cases Crude rate Standard rate*
1997 151 49.5 35.7 22 6.9 4.5 173 27.9 18.6
1998 152 49.8 35.7 24 7.6 4.6 176 28.3 18.6
1999 166 54.3 38.8 27 8.5 5.7 193 31.1 20.5
2000 134 41.1 31.7 34 10.3 6.2 168 25.6 17.1
2001 139 42.4 35.2 28 8.4 5.9 167 25.3 19.1
2002 167 54.7 44.0 33 10.5 7.0 200 32.8 24.4
2003 149 48.8 37.4 27 8.6 5.8 176 28.4 20.6
2004 150 49.0 38.6 42 13.3 9.8 192 30.9 22.9
2005 160 52.1 38.6 38 12.0 7.2 198 31.7 21.4
2006 137 44.6 31.9 33 10.4 6.6 170 27.2 17.9
2007 149 48.4 34.2 40 12.5 7.3 189 30.1 19.3
2008 138 44.6 31.8 37 11.6 7.8 175 27.8 18.5
2009 143 46.0 32.5 35 10.9 7.0 178 28.2 18.6
2010 127 41.4 27.9 39 9.2 5.8 156 25.1 15.9
2011 132 43.1 28.8 31 9.8 5.7 163 26.2 16.0

Average 146 41.6 34.8 32 10.0 6.4 178 28.4 19.2

* Segi’s world population used as a standard.
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in 1997 to 12.7 in 2003. In 2011, the incidence rate was 9.4 
per 100,000 p/y. In females, in 2001 adenocarcinoma was 
the most predominant histological type of lung carcinoma 
(3.3 per 100,000 p/y; ratio SQL:ADL=0.9). Incidence rates 
ranged from 1.9 in 1997 to 4.7 in 2007.

Incidence of small cell carcinoma in males has increased, 
but not significantly (p>0.05) (linear trend: SCLC=-
192.230+0.101*Year; R2=0.042; t=0.759; p=0.462). Inci-
dence of small cell carcinoma ranged from 7.8 per 100,000 
p/y in 1997 to 11.7 per 100,000 p/y in 2011, peaking in 
2007 (16.2 per 100,000 p/y). In females, linear trend shows 
a significant increase of small cell carcinoma (p<0.005) 
(SCLC=-336.322+0.169*Year; R2=0.540; t=3.909; p=0.002) 
(Graph 1). Incidence of small cell carcinoma ranged from 
0.9 per 100,000 p/y in 1997 to 3.5 per 100,000 p/y in 2011, 
peaking in 2009 (4.6 per 100,000 p/y).

During the study period, ratio between the incidences 
of adenocarcinoma and squamous cell carcinoma changed 
in males, with a significant increase in the incidence rate 
of adenocarcinoma and a drop in the rate of squamous cell 
carcinoma (p<0.001) (t=-3.5721) (Graph 1). Ratio between 
the incidences of squamous cell carcinoma and adenocar-
cinoma in males varied from 13.0 in 1997 to 2.3 in 2011.

Linear trends of squamous cell carcinoma and adeno-
carcinoma did not show a significant difference in females 
(p>0.05) (t=-0.8146) (Graph 1). Ratio between the inci-
dences of squamous cell carcinoma and adenocarcinoma 
ranged from 2.1 in 1997 to 1.0 in 2011.

During the study period ratio between the incidences 
of NSCLC and SCLC changed in males, with a signifi-
cant decrease in the incidence rate of NSCLC and an in-
creasing drop in the rate of SCLC (p<0.05) (linear trend: 
NSCC=1104.755-0.533*Year; R2=0.572; t=-2.517; p=0.026) 
(SCLC =-192.230+0.101*Year; R2=0.206; t=0.759; p=0.462; 
t=-2.533) (Graph 1). During the study period ratio NSCLC 
/ SCLC in males ranged from 5.0 in 1997 to 2.6 in 2011.

It was found that difference between trends of NSCLC 
and SCLC in females was not statistically significant 
(p>0.05) (linear trend: NSCC=-91.033+0.049*Year; 
R2=0.028; t=0.613; p=0.550; SCLC =-336.322+0.169*Year; 
R2=0.735; t=3.909; p=0.002; t=-1.325) (Graph 1). Ratio be-
tween the incidence rates of NSCLC* and SCLC* changed 
from 6.6 in 1997 to 1.1 in 2003 and 1.8 in 2011.

Age-standardized incidence rates rose steeply for people 
aged 45 to 54, peaking in the oldest age group (Graphs 2 
and 3). In men, lung cancer was most frequently diagnosed 
in the group 65+ years (51%, 1,128 persons), followed by 
55-64 (34.5%, 756 persons) and 45-54 (11.6%, 225 persons).

In females, lung cancer was also most frequently diag-
nosed in the group 65+ years (41%, 197 persons), followed 
by 55-64 (38%, 185 persons) and 45-54 (17%, 84 persons).

The smokers to nonsmokers ratios in both males and 
females were high for squamous cell carcinoma (9.1:1; 3:1) 
(p<0.001) and SCLC (15.5:1; 8:1) (p<0.001). For adenocar-
cinoma, these ratios were 5.6:1 and 1.5:1 (p<0.05) in males 
and females, respectively.

In Montenegro, the incidence of lung cancer ranged 
from 27.9 per 100,000 per year (p/y) in 1997 to 26.2 per 
100,000 p/y in 2011. The rate peaked at 32.8 per 100,000 
p/y in 2002. Average number of new cases per year was 178.

Graph 1. Linear trend in the incidence rates per 100,000 p/y for males 
and females of SQL, ADL and SCLC in the period from1997 to 2011

(…) – non small cell carcinoma (NSCLC)
(_ _ _) – small cell lung carcinoma (SCLC)
(___) – squamous cell carcinoma of lung (SQL)
(_._._) – adenocarcinoma of lung (ADL) 

Graph 2. Average age-standardized incidence rates for males in the 
period from 1997 to 2011

Graph 3. Average age-standardized incidence rates for females in the 
period from 1997 to 2011
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DISCUSSION

In a number of developed countries, histological charac-
teristics of lung cancer have changed in the past few dec-
ades so that the frequency of adenocarcinoma has risen 
while squamous cell carcinoma has become less frequent 
[8, 10]. Small cell carcinoma rates decreased less rapidly 
[5]. In Europe, squamous cell carcinoma remains the most 
predominant cell type of lung cancer but substantial in-
crease in the adenocarcinoma frequency has occurred over  
time [10].

During the study period, lung cancer was the most com-
monly diagnosed cancer in men in Montenegro. The inci-
dence of lung cancer has continued to fall in men from 54.7 
per 100,000 p/y in 2002 to 43.1 per 100,000 p/y in 2011. 
The most frequent type of cancer in Montenegrin women 
was breast cancer. Estimated incidence of breast cancer in 
2012 was 75.9/100,000 p/y [11].

Incidence range of lung cancer in women was between 
6.9 per 100,000 p/y in 1997 and 12.5 per 100,000 p/y in 
2007 and 9.8 per 100,000 p/y in 2011 (Table 1). In course 
of the study period, the histological types of lung cancer 
have also changed. These changes, as presented in the Re-
sults, are consistent with the results published by Devessa 
et al. [5] in 2005.

The increase in incidence of adenocarcinoma is not 
likely explained by changes brought about in classifica-
tion system of lung cancer. As found by Campobasso et al. 
[12], the largest changes resulted from the reclassification 
of many large cell carcinomas to adenocarcinomas. Poorly 
differentiated adenocarcinomas and large cell carcinomas 
may overlap. The accuracy of histological diagnosis is de-
pendent on the specimen size received by a pathologist. 
The introduction of flexible bronchoscope resulted in the 
increased use of sputum cytology [13] and fine-needle 
aspiration biopsy [14], and all have resulted in smaller bi-
opsies. These diagnostic tools may have resulted in an in-
crease in the number of positive diagnoses of lung cancer, 
while sacrificing accurate histological typing.

Approximately 85% of all cases of lung cancer occur 
in people that are smoking, or smoked at some point in 
their lives. A predominant cause of lung cancer is exposure 
to tobacco smoke, with active smoking being the biggest 
contributor, while passive smoking is also an identified 
contributor to the lung cancer burden. Cigarette smoking 
is identified as the major cause of all histological types of 
lung cancer. The risk of developing lung cancer is related 
to the following factors: number of cigarettes smoked, age 
at which the individual started smoking and duration of 
smoking [15]. Between exposure to tobacco smoke and 
development of lung cancer there is normally a long latent 
period. The relative risk of dying from cancer in smokers 
is 11-20 times higher than in nonsmokers [16].

Our results are consistent with results of Freedman’s 
et al. study, where the strongest association with cigarette 
smoking has been demonstrated for squamous cell carci-
noma and small cell carcinoma, whilst adenocarcinoma 
has not been as strongly correlated to smoking [17]. Rates 

of all lung cancer types among women and adenocarci-
noma among men have continued to rise in the past few 
decades in spite of declining cigarette use in many Western 
countries and shift to filtered/low-tar cigarettes [5]. Chang-
es in cigarette design could have changed the location and 
histological distribution of lung cancers [18, 19, 20]. Rise 
in the incidence of adenocarcinoma has been mainly due 
to the dissemination of low-tar filter cigarettes which en-
abled the smoke to be inhaled deeper in the respiratory 
tract compared to earlier unfiltered cigarettes and release 
of higher concentrations of tobacco-specific carcinogens 
[21, 22]. Skuladottir et al. hypothesized that filter cigarettes 
remove large particles in cigarette smoke, thus reducing the 
deposition of these particles in the central airway where 
squamous cell carcinoma occurs, therefore exposing the 
peripheral part of the lung to carcinogenic smoke where 
adenocarcinoma develops more frequently [23].

There is a question if an increase of adenocarcinoma in-
cidence in Montenegro could be explained only by changes 
in cigarette design though a shift to filtered and low-tar 
cigarettes was not much apparent in the last few decades; 
it took place over a period of 4-5 decades, what is still rel-
evant for considering exposure. There would still be a re-
mote theoretical possibility that changes in the incidence 
of histological types of lung cancers may indicate changes 
in the exposure to causal factors.

Factors such as occupational exposures to asbestos, ra-
don and nitrogen oxide have been found to increase the 
risk of lung cancer [24, 25]. The most common type of 
lung cancer seen in asbestos and “scar”-related cancers is 
adenocarcinoma [24].

Out of the total number of lung cancers in the US, pro-
portion of SCLC decreased from 17.26% in 1986 to 12.95% 
in 2002 [26, 27]. This decrease in incidence can most prob-
ably be explained by successful anti-smoking campaign 
that took place. However, in Montenegro, the incidence 
of SCLC has increased during the study period; it may 
most likely be explained by limited success of anti-smoking 
campaign in this country which began only in the previous 
decade. Furthermore, in this study, the association between 
cigarette smoking and histological type of lung cancer was 
different. In the smoking population, the most frequent 
histological type of lung cancers are small cell carcinomas 
and squamous cell carcinomas. SCLC mostly affects smok-
ers and ex-smokers [27, 28]. Correlation between SCLC 
and smoking is very strong as it affects mostly patients 
with a clear smoking history.

Lung cancer is strongly related to age. In Montenegro, 
the peak incidence of all types of lung cancer in males and 
in females was in the seventh decade (Graphs 2 and 3).

CONCLUSION

During the study period, the incidence rates of adenocar-
cinoma and small cell carcinoma have increased over time 
but squamous cell carcinoma remains the predominant 
type of lung cancer in Montenegro.

Medenica M. et al. Changing Trends in Incidence of Lung Cancer by Histological Type in Montenegro
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КРАТАК САДРЖАЈ
Увод Кар ци ном плу ћа је јед на од нај че шћих нео пла зми и 
исто вре ме но нај че шћи узроч ник смр ти од свих ма лиг них 
бо ле сти. Нај ве ћи део кар ци но ма плу ћа се па то хи сто ло шки 
кла си фи ку је у сква мо це лу лар ни кар ци ном, ми кро це лу лар-
ни (сит но ће лиј ски) кар ци ном и аде но кар ци ном.
Циљ ра да Циљ ис тра жи ва ња је био да се про у чи тренд про-
ме на ин ци ден ци ја кар ци но ма плу ћа пре ма па то хи сто ло-
шком ти пу то ком пет на е сто го ди шњег пе ри о да (1997–2011) 
у Цр ној Го ри.
Ме то де ра да То ком тра ја ња сту ди је па то хи сто ло шка по твр-
да за све при мар не кар ци но ме плу ћа до би је на је из је ди не 
бол ни це за плућ не бо ле сти у др жа ви. На осно ву по да та ка 
из ме ди цин ске до ку мен та ци је, бо ле сни ци су кла си фи ко ва-
ни пре ма вре мен ском пе ри о ду, по лу, ста ро сним гру па ма и 
пу шач кој исто ри ји. У овој сту ди ји је ко ри шће на де скрип-
тив на ме то да.

Ре зул та ти Код му шка ра ца се од нос ин ци ден ци ја у обо ле-
ва њу од аде но кар ци но ма и сква мо це лу лар ног кар ци но ма 
ме ња, та ко да је у по сма тра ном пе ри о ду за бе ле жен зна чај-
ни тренд по ра ста ин ци ден ци је аде но кар ци но ма, а сма ње-
ња ин ци ден ци је сква мо це лу лар ног кар ци но ма (p<0,001). 
Та ко ђе, уоче но је ста ти стич ки зна чај но (p<0,05) сма ње ње 
ин ци ден ци је не сит но ће лиј ског кар ци но ма и по раст ин ци-
ден ци је сит но ће лиј ског кар ци но ма. Код же на је за бе ле же но 
ста ти стич ки зна чај но по ве ћа ње ли не ар ног трен да ин ци ден-
ци је сит но ће лиј ског кар ци но ма (p<0,05).
За кљу чак Прем да је то ком тра ја ња сту ди је уоче но по ве ћа-
ње сто па ин ци ден ци ја аде но кар ци но ма и сит но ће лиј ског 
кар ци но ма, сква мо це лу лар ни кар ци ном ипак оста је нај че-
шћи вид плућ ног кар ци но ма у Цр ној Го ри.

Кључ не ре чи: кар ци ном; хи сто ло шки ти по ви; трен до ви
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